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Lambda phage is a double stranded DNA phage that infects the K12 strain of E.coli . It has an icosahedral head 

55 nm in diameter a non contractile tail with a thin tail fibre at its end . Its DNA genome is a linear 
molecule with cohesive ends- single stranded stretches , 12 nucleotides long , that are 
complementary to each other and can base pair.



When lambda phage attaches to its host then injects its genome into the cytoplasm , 
leaving the capsid outside. Once inside the cell , the linear genome is circularized 
when the two cohesive end base pair with each other .The breaks in the strands 
are sealed by the host cell’s DNA ligase.

The lambda genome has been carefully mapped , and over 40 genes have been 
located. Most genes are clustered according to their function, with separate groups 
involved in head synthesis, tail synthesis , lysogeny , DNA replication , and cell lysis . 

This organization is important because once the genome is circularized, a cascade of 
regulatory events occurs that determine  if the phage persue a lytic cycle or 
establishes lysogeny .
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List of Genes and their function of lambda phage











Life-Cycle  of  LAMBDA  PHAGE

Leftward genes are responsible for Lysogenic cycle and rightward gene are responsible for Lytic 
cycle of lambda phage. 

Two regulatory proteins are important
The lambda repressor which is the product of c I gene and Cro protein that is the product of cro
gene.

The lambda repressor protein promotes lysogeny and the cro protein promote the lytic cycle.
If lambda repressor prevails, the production of Cro protein is inhibited and lysogeny occurs.
If the cro protein prevails , the production of lambda repressor is inhibited and the lytic cycle occurs 
this is because lambda repressor prevents transcription of viral genes.





The lambda repressor  is 236 amino acids long and folds into a dumbbell shape with globular domains 
at each end.
One domain binds DNA while the other binds another lambda repressor molecule to form a dimer . The 
dimer is most active form of lambda repressor .

Lambda repressor binds two operator sites , OL and OR thereby blocking transcription of most viral 
genes.



When bound at OL , it represses transcription from the promoter PL. Likewise , when bound at OR it 
represses transcription in the rightward direction from PR .It also activates transcription in the leftward 
direction from the c I promoter PRM (promoter for repressor maintenance.)

PL (promotor leftward) – promoter for transcription of  N , c III , xis , and int genes; important in 
establishing lysogeny .
OL (Operator leftward)- binding site for lambda repressor and cro protein ; binding by lambda repressor 
maintains lysogenic state ; binding by cro protein prevents establishment of lysogeny .

Once the lambda genome is circularized within  the host cytoplasm , transcription is initiated by host 
RNA polymerase at promoter PL. Very early in the infection , only the N  and cro genes are expressed 
and transcription is terminated at the end of these two genes. However, once the N protein is 
synthesized , it function as an antiterminator so that RNA polymerase continues transcription beyond 
the N  and cro genes.  Thus from PR the cII and DNA replication genes O, P, and Q are transcribed from 
PL ,c III and all the gene through the excision (xis) and integration  (int) genes are transcribed. 



Role of C II and C III gene product

CII is a transcriptional activator protein that recognizes the promoter PRE promoter for lambda repressor 
establishment . And initiates transcription of CI gene , which encode the lambda repressor .
It also recognizes the promotors PI and PAQ. Transcription  leftward from the PI promotor synthesizes 
mRNA encoding the enzyme integrase , which catalyzes the insertion of lambda DNA into the E. coli  
chromosome. Integration takes place at the site  in the host chromosome called attachment site (att) . A 
homologous  site is found on the phage genome , so the phage and bacterial (att ) site can base pair with 
each other . The bacterial site is located between the galactose ( gal ) and biotin (bio) operon , and as a 
result of integration , the circular lambda genome becomes a linear stretch of DNA located between this 
two host operons . The prophage can remain integrated indefinitely, being replicated as the bacterial 
genome is replicated.

The activity of CII protein is influenced by environmental factors.this protein is susceptible to proteases. 
When E. coli is in nutrient rich conditions , many proteases are formed and CII is more likely to be 
degraded. The role of CIII protein is to protect the CII from degradation. If its protection is not 
completed, CII protein is inactivated whether CIII Protein is present or not.







When CII protein is in inactivated condition , several genes are being transcribed and their protein accumulated 
in the cell . These proteins included Cro protein , lambda repressor , CII Protein , CIII Protein , integrase , N 
protein and Q protein.

Both Cro protein and lambda repressor binds the regulatory site OR. If the cro protein binds OR, it blocks 
synthesis of lambda repressor.
If lambda repressor  binds OR it promotes its own synthesis but block synthesis of the cro protein. Because 
synthesis of cro protein begins before synthesis of lambda repressor , initially the amount of cro protein exceeds  
the amount of lambda repressor. However, cro protein binds OR less tightly than does lambda repressor. Thus it 
takes a higher concentration of cro protein in the cell to bind OR and block the binding of lambda repressor . 

The cro protein is composed of 66 amino acids and like lambda repressor , forms a dimer that binds the 
operator sites OR and OL , blocking transcription from the PR and PL promoters. If cro protein wins the race with 
lambda repressor it blocks synthesis of lambda repressor and prevents integration of the lambda genome into 
the host chromosome . By the time synthesis of lambda repressor is blocked , another regulatory protein called 
Q protein has accumulated. Q promotes transcription from a promotor called P’R , and in the presence of Q 
protein , the genes encoding viral structural proteins, as well other proteins needed for virus assembly and host 
lysis , are transcribed. Ultimately, the host is lysed and the new virions are released.  
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